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Zubin Mehta was born into a Parsi family in Bombay (now Mumbai), India, the son of Mehli and Tehmina 
Mehta. His father Mehli Mehta was a violinist and founding conductor of the Bombay Symphony 

Orchestra. Mehta is an alumnus of St. Mary's (ISC) High School, Mazagaon, 
Mumbai and St. Xavier's College, Mumbai. Zubin initially intended to study 
medicine, but eventually became a music student in Vienna at the age of 
18, under Hans Swarowsky. Also at the same academy along with Zubin 
were conductor Claudio Abbado and conductor–pianist Daniel Barenboim. 
Mehta's �rst marriage was to Canadian soprano Carmen Lasky in 1958. They 
have a son, Mervon and a daughter, Zarina. In 1964, they divorced. Two 
years after the divorce, Carmen married Zubin's brother, Zarin Mehta, now 
the Executive Director of the New York Philharmonic Orchestra. In July 1969, 
Mehta married Nancy Kovack, a former American  �lm and television 

actress. Mehta is a permanent resident of the United States, but retains his Indian citizenship.
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Franz Schmidt (22 December 1874 – 11 February 1939) was an Austrian composer, cellist and pianist. As 
teacher of piano, cello and counterpoint and composition at the Academy, Schmidt trained numerous 
musicians, conductors and composers who later achieved fame. Among his best-known students were the 
pianist Friedrich Wührer and Alfred Rosé (son of Arnold Rosé, the legendary founder of the Rosé Quartet, 
Konzertmeister of the Vienna Philharmonic and brother-in-law of Gustav Mahler). Among the composers were 
Theodor Berger, Marcel Rubin and Alfred Uhl. He received many tokens of the high esteem in which he was 
held, notably the Franz-Josef Order, and an Honorary Doctorate from the University of Vienna. While Schmidt 
found himself courted by the Nazi administration, he rejected a commission and devoted his remaining time 
to works for one-armed pianist Paul Wittgenstein. 
As a composer, Schmidt was slow to develop, but his reputation, at least in Austria, saw a steady growth from 
the late 1890s until his death in 1939. In his music, Schmidt continued to develop the Viennese classic-roman-
tic traditions he inherited from Schubert, Brahms and his own master, Bruckner. He also takes forward the 
exotic ‘gypsy’ style of Liszt and Brahms. His works are monumental in form and �rmly tonal in language, 
though quite often innovative in their designs and clearly open to some of the new developments in musical 
syntax initiated by Mahler and Schoenberg. Although Schmidt did not write a lot of chamber music, what he 
did write, in the opinion of such critics as Wilhelm Altmann, was important and of high quality. Although 
Schmidt's organ works may resemble others of the era in terms of length, complexity, and di�culty, they are 
forward-looking in being conceived for the smaller, clearer, classical-style instruments of the Orgelbewegung, 
which he advocated.
Symphony No. 4 in C major.�Written in 1933, this is the best-known work of his entire oeuvre. As the story has 
it, when Hungarian-born 20th century composer Franz Schmidt received the news in 1932 that his beloved 
daughter and only child, Emma, had died in childbirth, it was just prior to his setting to work on his Symphony 
no. 4 in C Major. The loss a�ected him profoundly, resulting in a breakdown, both spiritual and physical, from 
which he was able to pull himself up to deliver a gorgeous, evocative, fully realized masterpiece. Completing 

this symphony in 1933, Schmidt inscribed it as “a requiem for my daughter.” It begins with a long 23-bar 
melody on an unaccompanied solo trumpet (which returns at the symphony's close, "trans�gured" by all that 
has intervened). The Adagio is an immense ABA ternary structure. The �rst A is an expansive threnody on solo 
cello (Schmidt's own instrument) whose seamless lyricism predates Strauss's Metamorphosen by more than a 
decade (its theme is later adjusted to form the scherzo of the symphony); the B section is an equally expansive 
funeral march (deliberately referencing Beethoven's Eroica in its texture) whose dramatic climax is marked by 
an orchestral crescendo culminating in a gong and cymbal crash (again, a clear allusion to similar climaxes in 
the later symphonies of Bruckner, and followed by what Harold Truscott has brilliantly described as a "reverse 
climax,” leading back to a repeat of the A section). 
 Well does the heart of the symphony lie in its Adagio, structured much in the Bruckner tradition. Michael 
Steinberg wonderfully describes when the mood during the Adagio darkens. “Against a drumming whose 
relentless beat begins in the timpani but comes to take over the whole orchestra, the cellos begin a mournful 
threnody—music of searing grief, a funeral march that can stand beside the greatest by Beethoven, Berlioz, 
Wagner, Mahler, Elgar and Shostakovich. Its mountainous climax is the focal point of the entire symphony.” 
The contrapuntal Scherzo movement aspires to some degree of gaiety in its rustic �gures, which exploit the 
woodwinds and strings. The various fugatos merge with elements of the wistful �rst movement, reinforcing 
the tragic element in spite of the surface lightness. Finally, in the scherzo's coda, there is what the composer 
himself referred to as the "catastrophe" (analyst Thomas Cor�eld noted that the passage has parallels in 
several other of Schmidt's works). It is a sudden, sharply dissonant fortissimo played by the entire orchestra, 
which gradually subsides and fades into near-silence.
The fourth movement implements a series of chromatic transformations of the original ideas from earlier in 
the symphony. Finally the opening theme returns in its original form, played by the �rst trumpet as at the 
beginning. The symphony ends the way it began, with the sound of a single trumpet, an ending described by 
the composer as "dying in beauty, with the whole of one's life passing in review."
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1. Allegro molto moderato 15:35
2. Adagio 15:11
3a. Molto vivace 15:30
3b. Allegro molto moderato - reprise 2:49
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